Materials Used:
Pattern
repeat

Size 11 Czech glass seed beads in the
following colours; opaque white, opaque
black, opaque red, opaque blue, opaque
green
0.2mm black wildfire
Tools:
A Beadalon Jewel loom
scissors
needle

The Beadalon Jewel Loom is incredibly
easy to use, from both setting up to
the weaving, it comes with clear and
precise instruction on how to set up
and finish pieces.

You can reproduce this design as many times as you like for your own personal use,
You can’t reproduce the design or instructions for resale without prior consent.
© The Bead Shop (Nottm) Ltd 2013

Use on trend Navajo patterns to create your own beadloom patterns.

Click here to see our video on how to
use your Jewel Loom

Set up the Jewel Loom using the assembly instructions. Using the wildfire straight from the
reel thread 8 warp threads (the long ones going along the whole loom). Cut a new length of
thread approximately 2m long, thread the needle and weave just the thread back and forth
before picking up beads (see image below). Pick up the first row of beads on the needle,
following the colours on the diagram, take the beads under the warps and hold the beads in
place, with a bead sitting in between two warp threads. Pull the thread through, keeping the
beads in place and pass the thread back through all of the beads, this time keeping the needle
and thread above the warp threads. This will hold the row of beads securely in place.
Following the pattern, adding a row of beads at a time in the same way.
Using the same design - why not
use your own colour ways to
personalise the
bracelet.

Make the
bracelet your
desired length and finish off
with your choice of fastening. I
have chosen to use small ribbon ends
to cover the last two rows of beads and
attached a trigger clasp to fasten.

